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UWAVE MARKS 5
th

 ANNIVERSARY

Since its creation five years ago, UWAVE supports you on multiple UV

curing, bonding, photolithography and UVC disinfection processes thanks

to its know-how in designing & manufacturing UV LED systems. 

 

A big thank you to our valued customers and partners.

UWAVE turns 5 this year and this wouldn't have been possible without your

continuous support and trust.

Your success and satisfaction have always been the biggest drivers for us to

create innovative products and deliver the most suitable solutions.

Thank you again and we look forward to serving you for many years to come.

Yours Sincerly,

UWAVE Team

How to start working with UV LED?

If you want to set a new production line or replace old equipments with UV LED
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you should ask you some important questions to determine the most suitable

solution that fits your needs:

- Which optical specs? Power, Dose, Homogeneity.

- Which UV wavelength? UVA to cure, UVB or UVC to disinfect.

- Which area to insolate? Spot, Lines or Floods.

- Which Type of process? Manual or Automatized. 

Tailored and Customized Solutions

From modelling and prototyping to pre-production and final integration, UWAVE

will provide you an unique solution. This solution will take into account your

technical and economic requirements thanks to our expertise in optics and our

knowledge of UV LED systems.

UWAVE'S KNOW-HOW

 

SPECIFIC PROJECT EXAMPLE

 

Rental of Standard Products

UWAVE also proposes the rental of demonstration products to let you do some

preliminary tests before investing in the final solution. During this rental period,

process parameters can be checked and validated, and global needs can be

adjusted with these first experimental results.

Complete Solutions and Accessories

Power supplies, UV protection glasses and windows for safety, watercooling

chillers, UV LED radiometers, mechanical integration in chambers or table-

conveyors, complete and easy-to-use kits... You may benefit our wide range of
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products and accessories to complete and/or secure your setup. 

UPOWER 
TM

 

UV SAFETY

 

UV CHAMBER
TM

 

 
Any questions? 

Contact-us!

Mini Parc du Verger - Batiment E

1 rue de Terre Neuve, 91940 Les Ulis, France

Mail: contact@uwave.fr | Tel: +33 9 72 52 70 03
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